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The Trial-Settlement Model 
 
The Trial Settlement Model can be helpful in understanding a variety of issues in the 
legal process.  The purpose of this handout is to illustrate the basic model and show a few 
of its uses. 
 
1.  The Basic Model 
 
There are two parties in a dispute – the plaintiff (p) and the defendant (d).  Both of these 
people form subjective probabilities about the probability of a plaintiff win (Pp, Pd).  The 
expected judgment (J) at trial is an amount that will be paid from d to p and is the same 
for both parties (an assumption that could be easily generalized).  In going to trial the 
parties incur expected court costs of Cp and Cd respectively. 
 
2.  The Trial Condition 
 
For a settlement to be feasible in this situation it must provide a superior payoff to going 
to trial to both parties.  Let S be such a settlement which is paid by d to p.  To be 
preferred by p to a trial, the settlement must satisfy: 
 
  pp CJPS −≥  
and to be preferred by d to a trial, the settlement must satisfy: 
 
  dd CJPS +≤  . 
 
Hence, a settlement is feasible if: 
 
  ddpp CJPSCJP +≤≤−  . 
Rearranging terms a bit yields the feasibility condition as: 
 
  dpdp CCJPP +≤− )(  . 
This condition only states that a settlement is feasible.  Whether it actually occurs will 
depend on bargaining costs between the parties, among other things.  The condition 
implies the following Trial Condition: 
 
  dpdp CCJPP +>− )(  .     [1] 



 
So a trial will be more likely: 
 

• The greater the degree of optimism, Pp-Pd; 
• The greater the expected judgment, J 
• The smaller are combined expected court costs, Cp+Cd. 

 
4.  Discovery   
 
The Model shows that voluntary discovery makes settlements more likely.  The plaintiff 
will only reveal information that increases Pd, whereas the defendant will only reveal 
information that reduces Pp.  Hence, voluntary discovery will tend to reduce the degree of 
optimism of the two parties. 
 
Mandatory discovery is more complex in its effects.  With mandatory discovery 
information requests can be used strategically by each party to increase the other’s court 
costs.  Modeling the resulting equilibria usually involves some sort of game theoretic 
setup. 
 
5.  English Rules 
 
English rules require that the loser in a court case pay the winner’s court fees.  Adoption 
of such a procedure can affect both the likelihood of trial and the likelihood that cases are 
filed in the first place. 
 
 a.  Trial vs. Settlement 
 
 Under English rules p will settle if 
 
  ))(1( dppp CCPJPS +−−≥  
and d will settle if 
 
  )( dpd CCJPS ++≤ . 
 
The trial condition is now: 
 
  dpdpdp CCCCJPP +>++− ))((  .    [2] 
 
Effectively English rules increase the stakes in a trial and therefore make the trial more 
likely (Compare equations [1] and [2]).  Of course in more complicated models that may 
not be the case. 
 
 



 b.  Likelihood of Suits 
 
The expected gain from trial under American rules is PpJ – Cp.  Under English rules it is: 
 
  ))(1( dppp CCPJP +−−  . 
 
Manipulation of these conditions shows that the expected gain to trial under English rules 
will be smaller than under American rules if: 
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So cases with small plaintiff subjective probabilities of success will be more likely to be 
deterred under English rules than under American rules.  Alternatively, cases where the 
plaintiff thinks he/she has a reasonably good chance of winning will be more likely to be 
filed under English rules. 
 
6.  Contingent Fees 
 
To study lawyer motivation, assume that lawyer’s input is measured by x.  Now both Pp 
and Cp both depend on x.  From the plaintiff’s point of view optimal x solves the 
equation: 
 
  pp CJxP ′=′ )(    
But the attorney does not care about the judgment so will simply try to maximize Cp (or 
perhaps minimize the effort involved in the case – which would require a more detailed 
model).  Hence, there is a principal/agent problem in the attorney/client relationship.  
With a contingent fee this may be controlled.  If the lawyers gets to keep b of the 
settlement (typically 1/3) then the lawyers maximum problem involves his/her 
opportunity cost, w (what could be earned on other activities).  Optimality for the lawyer 
requires: 
 
  wJxPb p =′ )(  
which may give a value for x closer to what the plaintiff wants.  Notice that the only way 
to avoid the principal/agent problem completely would be for the lawyer to buy the case 
– then he/she would have essentially the same incentives as the plaintiff. 
 
 a.  Contingent Fees and Settlement – Plaintiff Decides  
 
 If the plaintiff decides on whether a case goes to trial, contingent fees will 
increase the likelihood of trials.  The plaintiff will settle if: 
 
  JPSorJPbSb pp ≥−≥− )1()1(  . 
 



This requires a larger settlement than when the plaintiff pays court costs, so a trial will be 
more likely.  Essentially the plaintiff pays no court costs with contingent fees, so does not 
recognize the lawyer’s opportunity costs. 
 
 b.  Contingent Fees – The Lawyer Decides 
 
If the lawyer makes the decision about settlement, he/she will settle if: 
 
  pp CJbPbS −≥   (assuming Cp represents lawyer’s opportunity costs) 
 
This condition will hold if: 
 

  
b
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This provides more leeway for settlement than in the hourly fee case.  This does suggest 
some conflict between lawyers and plaintiffs over the desirability of settlement, however. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


